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summer seemed to go by very quickly and now we are ramping up for a cold winter (per the
Farmer’s Almanac). Yuck!
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Now that fall is here we are in full swing with the 2014 Paranormal Lecture Series and all of
the fall events we have planned. If you’re interested in coming to an event we have planned
make sure to check out our Events page on the website. Two events of note are the
“Investigate with TnT Paranormal” event at the Arlington Heights Historical Museum, see
below, and the 3rd Annual Illinois Paranormal Conference in Rockford on October 4th. If you
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live in the Rockford area and are looking for something to do it is a must see. Besides a

Upcoming Events

presentation by our own, Investigator of the year Melissa Tanner, the original Hanna-Barbera
Productions Mystery Machine will be on hand for you to get pictures of. What a treat!
We still have slots available for “Investigate with TnT Paranormal“ events for the summer
and fall at the Arlington Heights Historical Museum, former site of the F.W. Müller

At TnT Paranormal Investigators
our primary mission is to help
the client with their paranormal
concerns. We research the
background of the property,
gather data during an onsite
investigation, review that data to
determine if any paranormal data
was captured, and provide the
client with a report of our findings.
We also use this time to educate
our clients on the paranormal field
and helping to ease their fears.

Carbonated Beverages Company. These events are perfect for the novice paranormal

We would love to assist you with
your paranormal needs. To learn
more about our services, ask us
questions, or to request an
investigation click here.

We are always on the lookout for new cases and places to investigate, so please keep us in

LLC

investigator who wants to be able to investigate but may not have the means to do it
otherwise. Are you brave enough to come along? To learn more go to our website
Investigate Beverage Factory Page or the ad on Page 15.
We have a lot of interesting articles in October 2014 Issue, including: Children Perception
and the Paranormal, Researching Tools, What is your favorite and least favorite piece of
paranormal gear?, My Science is Bigger than your Science ,and interview with Frank Lee
with CASPIR. If you are a budding author, or even an experienced one and would love to
have your article in our newsletter, please let us know.

mind if you hear of anything. To learn more about us you can go to our website, group page
on FaceBook, Team page on Facebook, or Twitter (@TnTParanormal).

Click here to read the newsletter
Disclaimer.
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Paranormal “U”
Children Perception and the Paranormal
By Mark Yount, TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC

Many people talk about the reasons children perceive the paranormal better than adults. A common response is that children have not been
informed that ghosts and entities do not exist. Therefore, they do not block out their experiences as adults are prone to do. Another popular
reason is that children are too young to be influenced by society or belief systems that deny the existence of paranormal activity.
Part of the reason adults believe the children have imaginary friends, talk to people who are not there, even describing someone who they say
they play with, is because western culture where entities are involved, is millennia behind other cultures. Acceptance of spirits in Asia, South
America, even American Indians has existed throughout their history.
Westerners are very narrow minded when it comes to the existence of the paranormal. Attributing those children seeing entities is caused by a
very active imagination. Despite scientific proof of extra sensory perception, clairvoyance, and psychic abilities in children, a majority of people
blame media and stories.
Even when children describe family members they not only never met, but did not even know existed, the explanation still reverts to the vivid
imagination misnomer.
Some believe the actual reason children see things most adults can’t, is due to biology. There are spectrums of light that are just above, and
below, the visible spectrum. The three spectrums are
Visible - 400 – 700nm
Ultraviolet – 400 – 315nm
Infrared – 750-1mm
It is believed that the best chance of seeing an entity is in the ultraviolet or infrared spectrums, just below, or above, the visible spectrum of light.
We can detect three dimensions length, width, and depth. A fourth dimension, time, is perceived.
Ultraviolet or Infrared light differs only in the existence of specialized cells on our retina that contains a pigment that can detect these
wavelengths. Cats can see into the ultraviolet spectrum, the retina in humans usually absorbs the ultraviolet light before reactions are triggered
by these special cells.
Children are known to see light to 380nm which is in the ultraviolet range, older people cannot see 400nm; the visible range changes as we age,
not allowing older people to see things children can. When asked if they have ever seen a ghost, most people say no. The question we have to
ask ourselves is, do they know what a ghost looks like? When a person says I saw something out of the corner of my eye, but as soon as I
looked, it was gone. What are they seeing?
Peripheral vision is weaker in humans, compared to other animals, especially in distinguishing color and shape. Rod cells are predominant in the
periphery of the cornea; these cells are not able to distinguish color, but are best at detecting motion.
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Many who have seen ghosts describe them, not as looking like a see-through person, but as a dark shadow, darker than the environment they
are seen in. Is a shadow person, how we see entities, due to the light spectrum limitations of our individual eyes?
Children can actually see into the ultraviolet spectrum, sub 400nm, they can simply see things that others can’t.
There are psychologists who consider paranormal experiences, in children, as normal psychological phenomena based on cognitive errors.
They believe many paranormal experiences as common illusions or ordinary mistakes in logical thinking. Most western children with a special
gift of detecting the paranormal encounter skepticism and disbelief, they are encouraged to remain silent about their paranormal experiences.
Because some children do not have the cultural knowledge to distinguish between the paranormal and normal may make them more open to
paranormal experiences than older children or adults. There are two main categories in children’s experiences with spirits. Psychological in
which the spirits are an expression of the child’s subconscious mind and real paranormal cases in which the child is in touch with a spirit.
Children who have never heard the concept of auras, their parents did not believe in them, have claimed to see a vital energy surrounding
other people. Some of these children state that they have seen the auras since they can remember. The descriptions, provided by the children,
match the observations of adult psychics.
Children have also been known to spontaneously claim to recall a previous life. The claims usually start between the ages of two and four. In
some cases, there are concrete statements that can link the child’s story to an actual deceased person.
You would be amazed at the number of adults who describe paranormal experiences they had as a child, but never talked about. If they never
talked about their experiences, they did not know how to process or understand them, let alone know what to do about the experiences.
Children who are particularly open and receptive to spirit communication may see and hear from others who have passed away. It can be
frightening to see or hear from people who are strangers to them. It is believed that once a child has successfully communicated with one spirit,
more are sure to follow. These ‘visitors’ frequently come when the child is asleep or just drifting off. This is when their mind is most receptive.
Some believe that the timing of these events is further proof that is the mind playing tricks and not an actual visitation from an entity.
Very often children are a good source of information, because of their open mindedness and lack of rejection of the paranormal. Although
children are known for their creative imagination, we cannot simply dismiss their paranormal experiences on this ground alone.
So how can you tell if your child’s chat with his imaginary friend is normal child play or a paranormal experience? Age appropriateness is one
way. Generally, children at the age of 2, 3, and 4 are not able to distinguish between a ghost and a truly imaginary playmate. By the time they
are 7, 8, or 9, they are able to distinguish between an apparition and a shadow on the bed.
Some cultures are more accepting of ghosts or spirits than others. Also parent reaction can have an effect. Younger children will stick to their
stories, while older kids may have been taught there are no ghosts. When approached by a child and told of a paranormal encounter, there are
parents who are scared and isolated dealing with their children’s perceived abilities.
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TnT Paranormal Asks Frank Lee
Frank Lee, founder, director, and lead investigator for The C.A.S.P.I.R. Paranormal Team (Central Alabama Society for Paranormal Investigation
& Research), is a veteran paranormal investigator who has a background in several areas of study in science and technology including
electronics, computers, chemistry, geology, and medical sciences. He has always had a deep love for science and history and a passion to learn
more about the afterlife following a near death experience he had as a child. Frank’s work history includes civil service such as law enforcement,
corrections, and firefighting before his enlistment in the US Army, from which he recently retired. Frank currently works as a freelance writer,
graphic artist, marketing consultant, and web developer.
Frank’s first experience with paranormal investigation was in 2000 when he joined Alabama Ghost Hunting out of Birmingham, Alabama as an
equipment technician. Frank has been a member of several other paranormal teams since then including Para-Search Alabama, Capitol City
Paranormal, and Virginia Paranormal Seekers, also as an equipment technician/investigator. The C.A.S.P.I.R. Paranormal Team has been
Frank’s first experience as a lead investigator and most challenging by far, but he gives credit to the team members for their hard work in truly
making things happen. Aside from his role with C.A.S.P.I.R., he also helps mentor newer teams, educates people in the community about
paranormal investigation, works with paranormal authors to conduct research for their books, is in the process of writing a series of books
chronicling his experiences with the paranormal, writes a blog designed to provoke thought in the paranormal community called Metaphysical
Mindset with Frank Lee, is an advocate for paranormal unity between teams and researchers, and hosts a weekly online paranormal radio show
called Paranormalities & Ponderings.
In the summer of 2012, after being away from paranormal investigation for 3 years, Frank wanted to get back into the field but had a different
type of team in mind. In February of 2013 Frank shared his ideas with veteran paranormal investigators Christine White, Donald Davis, Pink
Floyd, Dee Harper, and Carolyn Jones. He is also training his two teenage daughters, Courtney and Brittany, to understand the scientific
principles and technology applied to paranormal research, how to use the equipment needed during paranormal investigations, and how to
analyze data for possible paranormal anomalies. After sharing his vision for a paranormal team that focuses on the people affected by
paranormal activity instead of the location where the activity occurs, one that is community-based, committed to helping people, preserving
history, and being involved in serving the community; the Central Alabama Society for Paranormal Investigation and Research aka C.A.S.P.I.R.
Paranormal Team was born.
C.A.S.P.I.R. continues to be a community organization helping various charities and civic organizations in the Central Alabama area and
nationally such as the American Red Cross, Toys for Tots, Salvation Army, local homeless shelters, local abused women and children’s shelters,
and the Southern Cultural Arts Foundation to name a few. The team focuses more on the people affected by paranormal activity instead of only
the location where the activity occurs. C.A.S.P.I.R. takes on many complex cases whether it is people who feel that paranormal activity has
followed from one location to another or something more sinister... The C.A.S.P.I.R. Paranormal Team is there to help.

1)

Tell our readers a little bit about you and the role you serve in the field of the paranormal?
I am a father to my two teenage daughters first and foremost. Other than being director and lead investigator for the C.A.S.P.I.R.
Paranormal Team, I work with other teams on any projects or events they might have going, I mentor new teams and investigators to help
save them some of the mistakes I’ve made and see many others make as they are just starting out, I am an advocate for paranormal unity
and teamwork between teams and researchers, I help educate others about how paranormal investigation truly works and dispel popular
misconceptions from people who make assumptions based on lack of knowledge about the subject or what they see on television, I work
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with paranormal authors to help conduct research for their books, I am writing a series of books chronicling my own paranormal
experiences and cases I’ve encountered, I write a blog intended to share knowledge and provoke thought within the paranormal
community, and I host a weekly online paranormal radio show that is intended to be a resource for people in the paranormal field to learn
from the knowledge and experience of others.

2)

How long have you been interested in the paranormal and what sparked that interest?
I have been interested in the paranormal and the afterlife for as long as I can remember but it was a near death experience I had as a child
and the events during and afterward that truly lit the spark to turn that curiosity into a passion. At six years old, I was admitted to the
hospital for what was to be a simple eye surgery but I had a severe reaction to the anesthesia, so severe that my heart stopped and I was
clinically dead for almost six and a half minutes before they could resuscitate me. What baffled the doctors and my family is that when I
awoke I talked about flying around the room, seeing the “people in the old clothes” in the operating room with us that nobody else seen, and
described in perfect detail everything that was said and done while I was clinically dead. That experience ignited my curiosity about the
afterlife. In my late teenage years I started studying the work of Hans Holzer, Lloyd Auerbach, Jonny Zaffis, and Ed and Lorraine Warren
and was captivated by their research. At age 22, I participated in my first paranormal investigation and it was the results of that investigation
that turned curiosity and interest into a true thirst for knowledge and lifelong passion to explain the unexplainable.

3)

What makes you and/or your team different from others in the field?
Something that makes myself and my team different from many others in the field is the way we approach paranormal investigations. My
primary focus during a paranormal investigation is the people affected by the activity instead of the location where the activity occurs. You
have to wonder what it is about certain people that makes them the catalyst in certain situations to experience paranormal activity when
others at the same location might have not experienced as high of a level or perhaps never experienced anything at all. I also, while
keeping a skeptical standpoint, try to approach each case with a dual-sided investigation consisting of two phases. The first phase consists
of a scientifically / technologically based investigation in which we used sensitive equipment and recording devices to gather environmental
data and record any anomalies. The second phase consists of a spiritual approach in which mediums are used to see what they might be
able to sense or perceive about the location (this data is used for consideration, but ultimately noted as subjective). Then a comparison is
made to look for correlations between both aspects of the investigation. In many cases this gives us an excellent insight into the activity and
paints a better picture of the activity, however only tangible data is presented as actual “evidence”. Something else that makes us a little
different is we are very community based. We hail from Pell City, Alabama and are very active in our community with helping preserve
historical sites, participate in fund raisers for local charities, and we also support local missions, homeless shelters, battered/abused women
and children’s shelters, the American Red Cross, Toys for Tots, Salvation Army, and are partnered with the Southern Cultural Arts
Foundation.

4)

What do you believe is the most common mistake paranormal investigators make? How can they correct that mistake?
I feel that many investigators do not conduct a sufficient amount of research for each case. Not only should the location’s history be
researched thoroughly, but also the occupants, a geological survey of the property should be analyzed, historical maps should be looked at,
and the case manager needs to discuss any medical conditions or medications that should be considered, and a be aware of their religious
beliefs and practices at minimum. A good investigation comes from being able to have a complete background and the most complete
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picture available. A trip to the local county tax assessor’s office or historical society can yield a wealth of information about a location. There
also many excellent resources online for location information, news archives, and even medical information to find if a client’s medical
condition or medication could play a role in the paranormal activity they are experiencing.

5)

In your career in the paranormal have you ever had someone bring up a phenomenon or unusual experience that you had never
heard of before?
There have been several times I’ve had someone bring up unusual phenomena that I had never heard of before during over my years as an
investigator. One of my favorite instances of this happened while investigating a location was a report of canned smoked oysters being
taken off the shelf overnight and the cans found empty in the floor the next morning when the store manager would open for the day. This
was reported to happen at least once every few weeks and upon hearing it, my first thought was a rodent problem. We weren’t able to catch
the phenomena during our investigation, however the store’s security cameras captured things falling off shelves for no reason and
unexplainable shadows. We couldn’t find any trace of rodents being the culprit and there were no employees or people in the store. This
was several years ago and to this day have no explanation for this other than I guess this ghost enjoyed canned smoked oysters.

6)

Any advice for a new investigator getting into the field of the paranormal?
My advice to a new investigator starting out would be to forget everything you’ve seen on television shows and find a reputable team or
investigator in your area that can give you sound advice to get you started the right way and save you from some of the common mistakes
and pitfalls many new investigators face. Educate yourself before you begin investigating.

7)

What do you believe is the best tool a paranormal investigator can use during an investigation?
I’ve found over the years that too many tools and gadgets can become a distraction and since you are paying more attention to the massive
arsenal of gadgetry you have acquired, probably containing many items made popular by paranormal TV shows, you find yourself paying
less attention to the best tool you have… your intuition. This, in turn, can degrade the overall quality of the entire investigation. Keep it
simple. Stick to a good flashlight, a quality voice recorder, a camcorder, and most importantly trust your instincts!

8)

What is your favorite place/location to investigate?
My favorite location to investigate is Sloss Furnaces in Birmingham, Alabama. I am fortunate enough to only live 30 minutes away and even
though I’ve investigated there too many times to count sometimes am even a tour guide for the site, it is always an awesome experience
there. Sloss Furnace has a notorious history for gruesome deaths of many of its employees and the legend of a sadistic foreman named
Slag who was rumored to have worked many men to death until he was incinerated after falling into one of the furnaces. Some say his
death was an accident but most believe his disgruntled employees threw him into the furnace after becoming fed up with his cruel treatment
of them. Not only is Sloss a hotbed of paranormal activity from the furnace’s operation, but ghostly sightings have been reported on that
long before the furnace was built. There is a very interesting mix of activity and a unique feel to the place that keeps drawing me back to
investigate again and again.

9)

Have you ever had a paranormal experience that “changed” you in some way? Either for the positive or the negative.
In regards to paranormal experiences that might have changed me either for the positive of the negative, two in particular come to mind that
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both had a very positive effect on me. The first would be my near death experience as a child which greatly opened my mind and piqued my
curiosity about the afterlife and ghosts/spirits. The second experience that changed my way of thinking about the paranormal happened
several years ago when an entity possibly saved me from serious injury or even death. I live in a rural area of Alabama and late one night I
had sat inside my car parked in my driveway for several minutes while finishing up a phone conversation because I had several things to
carry inside so I wanted to have both hands free before I walked in. As soon as I got off the phone I leaned forward and reached for the
door handle to get out but felt a hand on my right shoulder very forcefully pull me back in the seat to the point my shoulder was pinned to
the seat back and I couldn’t move forward or get free from this unseen force that had me pinned back against the seat. While pinned I had
an unexplained urge to turn on my headlights (my house is near the edge of the woods and my yard was extremely dark because no
outside lights were on at the time). Giving in to this urge, I turned on my headlights only to see a coyote less than ten feet away from the
front of my car. This unseen force held me back to protect me from potentially being attacked by this coyote! It was at that moment my
outlook on spirits changed and I truly realized how protective some can be of us. Needless to say I thanked whatever or whoever it was
very much for that!

10) How can our readers contact you to learn more about you and the work you do in the field of the paranormal?
The best way to find out more about the me and the C.A.S.P.I.R. Paranormal Team is by visiting our website which includes team info,
contact info, and links to follow us on all of our social media accounts. I also have a personal blog called Metaphysical Mindset that covers
many subjects I am researching for a series of books I have in the works and the team has an online radio show I host that is meant to be
educational, informative, and fun call Paranormalities & Ponderings with the C.A.S.P.I.R. Paranormal Team.

Website: www.caspirparanormal.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/caspir.paranormal
Twitter: www.twitter.com/CASPIR_Team
Email: caspir.paranormal@gmail.com
Radio Show Info: www.caspirparanormal.com/radio
Radio Listening Link: www.paranormalking.com/entertainment
My Personal Blog: http://metaphysicalmindset.blogspot.com

We at TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC want to thank Frank Lee for the interview. We are honored to call him our colleague and
friend.
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From the Paranormal Store
Picture Yourself Legend Tripping: Your Complete Guide to Finding
UFOs, Monsters, Ghosts, and Urban Legends in Your Own Backyard
What is legend tripping? There's a good chance you've already done it. Remember sneaking
off into that cemetery at night as a kid to see if there were any ghosts? What about hearing
there was a monster lurking in that old abandoned building and wanting to check it out? Or
reading about a UFO landing site and wanting to plan your next vacation in the area so you
could stand where the craft was said to have left its mark? That's legend tripping. But it's also
so much more. Any television program you've ever seen that explores haunted places, ancient
mysteries, UFO sightings, or strange creatures is legend tripping. First there was a story: a
legend that was born and grew because people had unexplained experiences and shared what
they saw, heard, and felt. In Picture Yourself Legend Tripping: Your Complete Guide to Finding
UFOs, Monsters, Ghosts, and Urban Legends in Your Own Backyard, you'll learn how to find,
explore, and document these amazing, and often paranormal, occurrences. And you don't
need expensive equipment or training, because this book will show you how to have an
incredible adventure in your own backyard this weekend. Bring your open mind and your sense
of wonder. Get ready for legend tripping!
Author: Jeff Belanger
ISBN-10: 1435456394
ISBN-13: 978-1435456396

Chasing Spirits: The Building of the "Ghost Adventures" Crew
Chasing Spirits also invites you into Nick’s haunted past, where a childhood near-death experience, an
energetic passion for life, and a love of movies fueled his imagination and curiosity about the afterlife and
started him off on his paranormal path. That path combined his interests in a documentary on ghosts that
would eventually launch the Ghost Adventures television series and phenomenon. Everything Nick has
witnessed and done has convinced him of the reality of the hereafter and inspired him to improve his
personal and professional relationships and to continue to learn what it means to be a human being on a
spiritual journey.
Author: Jeff Belanger and Nick Groff
ISBN-10: 045141344X
ISBN-13: 978-0451413444
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Researching Tools - Using the Internet
By Carl Crooks, TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC

An important part of the paranormal investigation process is the research of the property. There are many different types of information you can
gather about a property and without a focused plan of attack the research can get very overwhelming.

The first step you need to take is to

determine what information you or your team want to research and track about the property and/or investigation. This information can include
property history, city history, environmental concerns, geological and man-made data, and demographic information.
At TnT Paranormal we have a standard procedure we use for research and group the researched information into the following areas:
•

General Information

•

City Demographics

•

City Geological Information

•

History of the Location

•

City and Surrounding Area History

For General Information, we gather the following information: address of the location, longitude and latitude, property identification number, the
type of dwelling, square footage, number of out buildings on the property, number of rooms, size of property, what the buildings are made of,
style of buildings, and materials used to make the foundation.
For City Demographics, we gather the following information : current population, date incorporated (and date established), religion per capita,
nationality per capita, present factories, parks and forest preserves nearby, cemeteries, landmarks, cell towers, land mobile towers, antenna
towers, microwave towers, other towers, airports in the area, railroad tracks in the area, and power lines near the location.
For City Geological Information, we gather the following information : elevation of the property, bodies of water nearby, dominating mineral
deposits, manmade or naturally made mines or caves, and environmental issues from the area,
For History of the Location, we gather the following information : the year in which the location was built, previous owners, confirmed deaths at
the location, and how the property has been used over time.
For City and Surrounding Area History, we gather the following information : deaths by crime, Indian wars, revolutionary war history, civil war
history, mob affiliation, weather related catastrophes, and industrial and related catastrophes.
The next step is to determine which tools you will utilize to conduct your research. We at TnT Paranormal Investigators gather information from
the following areas: using web sites, going to village halls, talking to historic societies, searching newspapers, and visiting local libraries and
county clerks offices. We have found that there are many web sites available to the public which can be used as part of your researching a
property or area before you begin (or after if that is your preference) your investigation. Some of those useful websites are:
General Information:
http://itouchmap.com/latlong.html
http://showmystreet.com/
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City Demographics :
http://www.city-data.com/
City Geological Information :
Geological information: http://www.isgs.uiuc.edu/index.shtm, http://mrdata.usgs.gov/geology/state/state.php?state=IL , and
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geography_of_Illinois#Northern_Illinois
IL Caves: http://dnr.state.il.us/lands/Landmgt/PARKS/region.htm
IL Mines: http://www.isgs.illinois.edu/?q=ilmines
IL Rivers: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_rivers_of_Illinois
IL Soil: http://www.illinoissoils.org/links.htm and http://www.il.nrcs.usda.gov/technical/soils/soildrum.html
EPA site for Environmental Issues: http://www.epa.gov/myenvironment/
History of the Location:
People - Recent :
Social Media Sites: such as Facebook, Myspace, Twitter, and LinkedIn
http://www.peoplesmart.com
http://www.peoplefinders.com
People - Historical:
Obits, old newspapers, city directories, census records, etc.: http://www.ancestry.com
http://www.glorecords.blm.gov
http://rs6.loc.gov/amhome.html
http://wc.rootsweb.ancestry.com/cgi-bin/igm.cgi
http://illinoisgenweb.org
http://illinois.outfitters.com/illinois/history/family/
Find a Grave Site: http://www.findagrave.com
Property - Recent:

http://www.spokeo.com/
http://www.zillow.com/
http://www.zillow.com/homes/
http://blockshopper.com/
http://www.chicagobusiness.com
http://www.trulia.com
http://www.historicmapworks.com/
Property - Identification numbers: http://www.zillow.com/
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City and Surrounding Area History:
http://www.genealoger.com/illinois/il_land_records.htm
http://www.cyberdriveillinois.com/departments/archives/databases/data_lan.hm
http://illinois.outfitters.com/illinois/history/family/land.html
Historic and Current Weather Research: http://www.wunderground.com
The information research man seem daunting and/or a lot. However, we have found it does help us assess each case, as well as compare
information from cases.
Please note that no research should ever be done without express written permission from the owner and/or manager of the property. This
permission will help you access any records for property. This information is kept at the confidentiality level requested by the client.
In conclusion, this was an overview of a few websites that we at TnT Paranormal find useful and you may as well also. If you have additional
questions or comments, please drop us a line at our website and/or Facebook. We’d love to hear from you.

Ask TnT Paranormal
The following question(s) was/were submitted by our readers, by our online subscribers, or at events.
What is your favorite and least favorite piece of paranormal gear?
My favorite piece of gear is our Spectre Camera. My least favorite piece of equipment would be the KII. I just find that it is very sensitive so
there are many false positives. It can be fun to carry around because it will go off often. However, when seriously attempting to document
activity, I like to cut down on anything that would create those false positives.

- Tracey Tanner, TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC

In you have a paranormal related question for us please submit it to info@tntparanormal.com and we would love to address it in the next issue.
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Senator Humphrey House (Orland Park, IL)
Website: https://www.facebook.com/#!/senatorhumphreyhouse
John Humphrey, a native of Wisbech, England, came to what is now called Orland Park in 1848. He was elected to the Cook County Board of
Supervisors in 1866 and elected supervisor of Orland Township four years later. He bought a large plot of land and rallied to have the land
named Orland Park in 1879. He was first elected to the Illinois House of Representatives in 1870 and to the Illinois Senate in 1886. The town
of Orland Park was incorporated in 1892 and John Humphrey was elected its first mayor , a position he held until his death in 1914.
Humphreys son, Stuart, maintained the house until 1987, and then in 2005 it was added to the list in the National Registry of Historic Places.
The Humphrey House, while rich in history, is also rumored to be haunted. Humphrey House was discovered as a potentially haunted house
by Edward J. Shanahan, one of Chicago's most respected psychics. He was driving past the house and claims that he was drawn to the
house for some reason.
After discovering the house, Shanahan teamed up with founder of Chicago Hauntings, Inc, Ursula Bielski, and made plans to host one of their
"Beyond The Veil" events at Humphrey House. Shanahan and Bielski escorted more than a dozen people through Humphrey House and
made several observations of paranormal activity while there that evening.
At the event, some participants claimed to have made contact with spirits there using dowsing rods, which are used to communicate with
spirits. Some of the participants also claimed that they made contact with each of John Humphrey's wives, as well as a child said to have died
in the house.
Cracks in walls were said to have mysteriously appeared with no reason; cracks that were not there before. They were also a bit spooked
when Edward Shanahan claimed that John Humphrey entered the room, at which time a lit candle fizzled and sparked just as he said it. Then
when Shanahan ordered John Humphrey to leave the room, the candle's flame returned to normal. Some thought it may be a draft; Shanahan
is sure it was Mr. Humphrey making his presence known.
Humphrey House is also said to be connected to another well-known haunted location, Bachelor's Grove Cemetery. Mrs. Humphrey's family
has a family plot at the cemetery, where she and Mr. Humphrey's first baby was buried. Mrs. Humphrey is not buried at the same cemetery as
the child, however, and some believe that she may be the Madonna of Bachelor's Grove; an apparition of a woman holding an infant child in
her arms.
Bachelor's Grove is rumored to be quite haunted as well, with visitors claiming to see a phantom house that appears and then disappears,
apparitions of a woman cradling an infant, and some have claimed to see the ghost of a man hanging from a tree above his girlfriends car.
Bachelor's Grove Cemetery is closed during the evening and nighttime hours to everyone, including paranormal investigators, but is open
during the daylight hours.
For additional information go to:
www.hauntedhistoriclocations.com

www.traveltips.usatoday.com

www.wikipedia.com

www.chicagoparanormalnights.com
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Paranormal Short Stories
Don’t That Beat All
By Kathy Covey

This is just about the wackiest bunch we’ve had here, I swear. I feel like I’m being stalked. Some nut case just walked up to me and stuck some
piece of weird equipment in my face and said, “Are you here with us tonight?” Well, of course I’m here, I’ve been cleaning up after you all day!
Everybody is in black, I feel like I’m at a cotton pickin’ funeral.

I stepped in to listen to one of the lectures. These guys are laughing their heads off at some pretty strange stuff. One guy was giving a lecture
on grave yards. Imagine that, grave yards! Who does that? One vendor had Bigfoot stuff on his table. Knew a guy who was almost seven foot
tall, Bigfoot didn’t have anything on that guy.
I walked around, checking bathrooms and such. Heard a guy talking to another guy that they heard noises in the bathroom, duh! You’d think I
wasn’t even here. Surely they can see me picking up after them, I’m the janitor for Pete’s sake. Oh, by the way, there was a guy named Pete in
the crowd. Must be some kind of techy guy, couldn’t understand a thing he said.
I’ve been here with this bunch for three days now, and I think I have it figured out, they seem to be some kind of ghost busters or something.
What a bunch of goofs! There’s no such thing as ghosts. I would know, I almost died a year ago. Had a heart attack one day while I was
working, right here in this building. The paramedics were great. Got me to the hospital and here I am alive and well. Ghosts, seriously!
Oh hey, there’s the boss. What’s she up to? She’s talking to a group of people over there by the bar. Guess I better check in with her to see if
there’s anything special I need to take care of after these weirdoes leave. They were talking about noises they were hearing and things that
moved around when no one was around. For cryin’ out loud, I would know if anyone was here that wasn’t supposed to be here, I’m the janitor,
I’m the guy with all the keys.
“Maybe that’s Fred you’re hearing,” the boss said. “He was the janitor here for years. People have heard things and some have even said they
see him cleaning the bathrooms and walking around checking things. He had a massive heart attack. He passed away at the hospital, but
seems to like hanging around here.”
Now wait a minute, my name is Fred. I’m right here. Surely, I would know if I was dead, right? I guess that would explain why I felt like I was
floating over my hospital bed. Maybe I am dead. Well, don’t that beat all!

Kathy Covey, Director of the Eastern Oregon team of the International Paranormal Reporting Group, has had an interest in the paranormal for
many years. "My family did a lot of traveling to places like Gettysburg, several ghost towns, countless cemeteries, and historic locations all over
the country. The interest in the paranormal just came naturally."
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October 25th; two (2) – three (3) hour sessions to choose from. For more
information click here or the image above.
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Paranormal Insight
By Becky Guymon, Illinois Metaphysical & Paranormal Society (IMPS)

Becky had her first paranormal experience at the young age of 7. Growing up as an Empath in a small Central Illinois town was a challenge.
In 2009 Becky founded the Illinois Metaphysical and Paranormal Society in order to raise awareness about the paranormal and metaphysical
fields.

The IMPS paranormal investigation team focuses on private residential and business investigations with the mission of providing help

and comfort to their clients.

Becky is also a freelance writer and is in the process of writing two books on the paranormal and life as an Empath. Becky is also a
Genealogist, research specialist, and event planner. Having earned her MBA in 2014, Becky prides herself on professionalism and client
care.

For information about IMPS please visit www.teamimps.com. You can also learn more about Becky at www.zitania.com. Questions can be
emailed to becky.imps@gmail.com.

Question from Sandy in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada:
What are the critical first few steps to be taken prior to starting out as a paranormal investigator?
Becky’s Response:
The first thing I recommend before beginning your journey as a paranormal investigator is to sit down and think about what your goal is. What
do you want to accomplish as a paranormal investigator? Do you just want to have fun and explore public places and search for proof of
paranormal activity or do you want to enter a family’s home and help them answer their questions about the paranormal? The answer to that
question will determine my response.

If you chose that you want to have fun, explore public places, and search for proof of paranormal activity then I would suggest that you take
some time to research online the basic ghost hunting techniques.

You do not need fancy equipment to be a paranormal investigator. Your

basic paranormal equipment includes an audio recorder, a flashlight, a camera (digital or 35mm), and a pen/paper.

You can purchase an

audio recorder from anywhere, even Wal-Mart. Any recorder will do, but make sure that it has USB capability so that you can remove the files
and put on your computer for easier listening.

Any flashlight will do as it is basically a safety device to keep you from tripping over something

in the dark. A camera is very important for documentary purposes.

When taking a picture during an investigation it is recommended that you

take several in a row from the same angle. This will give you some ways to compare if you happen to find something. Multiple pictures will
help debunk any artificial occurrences such as flash glares, human shadows, and other natural influences that can alter photographs.

The

pen and paper could be your most important tool for a paranormal investigation. Use these to document any and all information pertinent to the
investigation. This would include the date, time, air temperature, location, and environmental factors such as wind, rain, and noises. This
information can help you determining audio factors at a later time.
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If you decide that you wish to try to help families with their paranormal occurrences then I would recommend following the same steps as listed
above, and practice your skills and techniques until you are familiar with them.
entering someone’s home.

It is important that you understand the techniques before

Your main priority to a client is to help them feel safe and comfortable in their home or location.

that you understand how to debunk common occurrences that often lead someone to believe they are experiencing a haunting.

It is important
Being able to

point out these occurrences can put a clients mind at ease.

It is also very important to look up other paranormal teams to see their rules and regulations that they have in place for how to deal with a
client. Clients deserve the ultimate amount of respect, confidentiality and honesty.

Name this Haunted Location
Do you know the name of this haunted location? Email us with your guess at info@tntparanormal.com.

Name this Haunted Location from the last
issue was from the museum at the Haunted
“R” Theater in Auburn, IL
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Sneak Peek
In the next issue of Bumps in the Night!!!:
• Paranormal “U” - What is Santeria?
• Famous Haunts – Moundsville
• Tools of the Trade – Paranormal Photography 101

We have TnT Paranormal t-shirts for sale. Go
to our Webstore or Café Press store to place
your order TODAY before supplies run out!

Contact Us
You can use any of the following mechanisms to contact us:
Contact Us Form: http://www.tntparanormal.com/contactus.htm
Event Request Form: http://www.tntparanormal.com/event-request
Email: info@tntparanormal.com
Social Media:
Website: http://www.tntparanormal.com/
Twitter: @TnTParanormal (https://twitter.com/TnTParanormal)
FB Group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/146712678732927/
FB Team Page:
https://www.facebook.com/TnTParanormalInvestigators
Snail Mail Address:
TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC
PO Box 87401
Carol Stream, IL 60188-7401
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Paranormal Corner
My Science is Bigger than Your Science
By Chad Stambaugh, Author, Educator, and Paranormal Investigator
Most paranormal research groups today seem to be armed with a menagerie of 'high tech ghost hunting equipment'. There's nothing wrong with this of course,
groups should be out there testing theories. However, problems arise when people begin to confuse equipment with science, and when groups don't really
know how their equipment works.

I'm sure many of us have stumbled across websites which claim to be the 'most scientific' based on the sheer volume of equipment used. The argument goes
something along the lines of; 'ghost hunting equipment detects ghost activity', 'using equipment is the scientific way to detect ghost', we have the most
equipment, and therefore, we are the most scientific'. I hope I'm not the only one slightly nervous of this line of argument.

The first myth is that there is any such thing as 'paranormal investigating equipment'; there is not. EMF meters are used to detect (typically) electrical fields;
there's a reason the popular brand is called a 'Cell sensor'. Environmental monitoring equipment is used to measure the environment by a range of industries.
Camera and audio equipment is used by enthusiasts the world over. What make one define this equipment as paranormal? Well, sometimes these pieces are
made for another purpose are sold on by 'paranormal shops'. Sometimes paranormal enthusiasts are skilled in other areas and produce more economical
copies of other pieces of equipment to sell to the paranormal market.

None of this should be taken to suggest that any of these pieces of equipment should be used for paranormal investigation. Sometimes they may even be sold
specifically as the answer for 'detecting ghosts' but I think most of us know there is no scientific link between ghost and EMF, the environment and anything
else. There are (often unscientific) theories to link the two, but there is typically no concrete evidence for it yet.

So do many of us not really know what we're doing with our equipment? Anecdotally, the answer seems to be 'yes'. Ask many people why they are using EMF
meters and the answer is 'because they are linked to manifestations'. Ask why someone is using a spot thermometer to measure a non-surface cold spot and
they cannot see anything amiss.

No one can really blame anyone else for not knowing exactly how and why each piece of equipment works. No one person can be expected to carry that
amount of information in his or her head (although I try daily). But without knowing the science it's difficult to justify calling the use of each piece of equipment
'scientific'. The reality in some cases is that the more equipment that is used, the more it is not 'scientific' anymore.

Chad Stambaugh is a retired U.S. Marine; working on a Bachelor's in English and a PH.D. in Parapsychology. He is also working on becoming a Demonologist
through the New Life Ministries Church. He founded 11th Hour Paranormal Research Society and radio show host of the Paranormal Corner and The
Paranormal Roundtable. Chad Lives in Fresno, CA, with his wife Crissy. He has three children and three grandchildren. His first book; Paranormal
Investigations took second place and the 2013 Paranormal Awards in the Literary category. To read more stuff from Chad, please go to his Blog Post at
http://chadsteelers.blogspot.com/.
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Spirit and Spectrum
Giving Up the Ghost
By Cameron Ellis, SPARC Para-Analytics
It’s a loaded word. A term that is used by investigator, researcher, hobbyist and client alike… and much of the time referring to many different
interpretations even within the same conversation! The fact that very little effort is made in our community to standardize definitions and
thresholds when referring to certain paranormal phenomena means that everyone has the creative license to use whatever definition they prefer
based on their own personal beliefs. This in itself is probably one of the main reasons that we have to constantly be beating the dead drum of
“para-unity”. But the fact of the matter is… NONE of us know what “ghosts” are or if they even exist. Hell, we don’t even know what constitutes
“existence” or consciousness! And who suffers in the end? The client first and then ultimately the field as a whole.
Most of us are familiar with the more traditionally accepted parapsychological hypothesis of “ghosts” in addition to the more spiritually based
explanations. We will cover those here. But I also want to try and push your mode of thinking beyond these models by picking apart those
traditional views, combining multiple definitions and just plain thinking out of the box. Because remember, there are NO absolutes in this field
and therefore NO box to stay confined within. Not to say that every idea has as much merit as the traditionally accepted hypotheses, but we
shouldn't be restrained by the only ideas that have been proposed thus far simply because NONE of them have been graduated up to the level
of theory (a coherent group of tested general propositions, commonly regarded as correct, that can be used as principles of explanation and
prediction for a class of phenomena).

There are always two main factors that have to be considered first in every situation when defining a percipient(s) experience; external influence
and internal influence... and then the interplay between both. All “ghostly” encounters should be viewed through this lens first before going on to
define the more specific type of encounter that just occurred. External would be any phenomena outside of the investigators direct influence be
it natural, spiritual, quantum, or whatever. Internal would be any phenomena that can be attributed directly to the investigator, be it conscious or
subconscious. Let’s go over a few classic examples of how you break down an incident of activity between these two inter-playing factors.
If you look at the traditional ‘residual haunting’ phenomena, most of us automatically go to the surface definition of a non-interactive recording of
the past that lacks a sentient awareness. Many of us just stop there. If you go deeper, many cases claim that only a few present percipients are
able to 'see' the ghost in question meaning that there is an internal factor at play, possibly a level of awareness, psychic ability, or sensitivity that
is allowing one person to 'see' the apparition while others do not. If you go even deeper, some have even suggested that the recording is always
present in the environment and that a special investigator subconsciously becomes the interpreter/projector thereby allowing others to see the
residual apparition. When you’re talking about a holographic universe and the complicated transceiver we call the brain, you can start to see
where these complex possibilities need to be considered. In this example we are only dealing with visual perception, or what we think we are
seeing with our eyes. The external influence would be the recorded info in the environment, geology, time/space, etc. The internal influence
could be simply the presence of the interpreter/projector and their ability to play back that information either for themselves or for others present.
In instances where it is witnessed by all present, the inference would be that the recorded information is accessible to all who are on location
OR possibly even the interpreter is projecting this recording into the minds eye of the other investigators. This same principle can be applied to
auditory and kinetic activity. Another classic example would be poltergeist activity where our views have changed over the decades from a more
external malevolent, sentient spirit influence to a more internal subconscious influence directly stemming from the victims themselves. While still
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a hypothesis, there is ample documentation that supports the exclusion of a disembodied, malevolent force. This would include the
increase/decrease of activity depending on the agents location, the predominant presence of adolescent children (especially females) in
poltergeist cases and many times additional factors such as stress, trauma and dysfunction suffered by the agent but unrelated to the
paranormal activity itself. Coupled with the decrease and halt in activity over a period of time or when an agent is made aware that they could
be the cause, a pattern arises that now many times can be predictable.

Just as in the above two examples, every so-called haunting will be a mixture of the two influences above and potentially the interplay between
them. The reason that its important to realize this is because it greatly increases your ability to possibly identify the type of activity that you or
your clients are experiencing. An apparition that cyclically only appears on video in complete absence of any local witnesses, should be
investigated completely differently than one that appears randomly and self-aware when witnesses are present. To further breakdown the
phenomena you may be dealing with, here are some widely used examples and their grouping.

SPIRITUAL - Largely external in origin
•

Dead human: Conscious spirit, sentient, possibly self-aware and maybe interactive. This would be the classic definition of “ghost”, a
recognized deceased person who interacts with the environment or responds to percipients in one form or another, incredibly rare.

•

Nonhuman: Demonic, alien, extradimensional being/spirit that is not formally recognized as any deceased human but intelligently interacts
or responds to percipients or the environment.

•

Impostor: One of the sentient being categories above in guise as the other type. Incredibly difficult to identify for unskilled investigators and
equally dangerous.

CONSCIOUSNESS - Largely internal in origin
•

Alive human (external): OBE, projection, crisis apparition, NDE, doppelganger. A person my consciously or unconsciously be creating an
apparition from some distance. Witnesses see an apparition and may confuse it with a spiritual manifestation type of a deceased person.

•

Alive human (internal): Psychokinetic projection, RSPK, poltergeist. This type of contamination in an investigation is very difficult to identify
as the investigators themselves may be manifesting the activity without any external influences at all. The sheer excitement and intention of
“ghost hunting” itself may cause inadvertent and documented paranormal activity that comes in the form of visual, audio, EVP or even
physical manifestations.

•

Geopsychological influence: This is similar to ‘Residual’ below, but this is a combination of the internal influence or projection abilities of the
percipient magnified by external geological influences of where they are investigating such building composition, geological makeup, water
systems, etc.

RESIDUAL - Largely external in origin
•

Stone tape theory, necrotic radiation: The hypothesis is that during emotional or traumatic events, images may be recorded in the
environment to be later “tuned in” by witnesses who see the recording in a repetitive or cyclical nature. The hypothesis is that this recording
fades over time which is why most residual haunting cases do not go back further than just a couple hundred years, with a number of cases
documenting a very perceptible degradation of the phenomena over years of witnesses. The idea of necrotic radiation released during the
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moments just before and during death came about from the lack of residual hauntings of traumatic events that ended with a survival. To date
there have been NO accounts of a traumatic yet survivable ordeal that left a residual recording for the victim to later identify as their own
experience. However, the debate on how this so-called necrotic radiation predicts an imminent death and therefore is released to be imprint the
events just prior to the death make it tenuous at best. One could argue time displacement and other factors here as well but are purely
hypothetical and pure guessing at best. Residual phenomena also has components of the geopsychological type above as some geological
forms (quartz, magnetite, hematite, lime stone to name a few) have been hypothesized to stimulate or cache residual recordings.
•

Repetitive imprintation: Another form a residual, however instead of recording emotional or traumatic events, this is the cyclical apparition
that performs mundane actions such as walking down the hall and stairs the same way and hour possibly, or the guard walking the fortress
wall back and forth. Hypothetically the imprint is there just from the sheer repetitive actions of an individual over and over in the past. Again
as above though, there are no cases of surviving witnesses identifying their own imprints on an environment. So the possibility of this
phenomena could also overlap with the last type below.

RELATIVE/QUANTUM
•

Viewing phenomena that is out of time, space or dimension (e.g. time slip, precognitive projection, psychometry, etc.) This covers all the
possibilities that we are not able to nail down yet. These forces are beyond our current capability or knowledge to identify. It could involve
one or more of the above types or completely different variables all together that are hard if not impossible for us to grasp now or until our
own passing… if we’re lucky!

The point of all this dissection is to broaden your scope of possibilities when identifying ghosts, hauntings and other phenomena we encounter
in the field. NEVER jump to conclusions and definitely do not tell a client that you for certain know what any manifestation is until you’ve had
ample time to deeply research and experience their claimed activity. Performing clearings, crossings and exorcisms in a clients home with little
or no knowledge of what could possibly be happening is a waste of time at best and extremely dangerous and foolhardy at worst, not just for
you but most importantly the people that have to live in the residence after you have packed up and gone. Conversely, jumping to benign
scientific explanations first can be just as embarrassing or horrific. There is no need to make a clients head swim by pulling out all these
possibilities, however as a responsible investigator and researcher, to exclude any possibilities means that you're not investigating at all…
you're simply claiming “fact” in a field that contains none whatsoever.
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Other Upcoming
Paranormal Events

Course: Paranormal 102

Disclaimer: If it has to do with the paranormal and crowds we'll list

Oct 16 at 7PM - Glen Ellyn Public Library

it here. This list includes Ghost, UFO, and Cryptozoology

Oct 30 at 7PM - Lockport Public Library

conferences. We are not associated in any way with any event

Nov 7 at 7PM - Crete Park District

listed and we cannot guarantee any information provided, please
check with the representing website (and call the promoter if

Course: Paranormal 104

possible) to gather full information.

Oct 23 at 7PM - Franklin Park Public Library
Course: Paranormal 105

October 2014

Oct 9 at 7PM - Cary Area Public Library

Event: Paradigm Symposium

Oct 12 at 2PM – Bartlett Public Library

Date(s): 2 to 5

Nov 8 at 1PM – Crest Hill Public Library

City, ST: Minneapolis, MN

Nov 13 at 7PM - Frankfort Park District

Website: http://www.paradigmsymposium.com

Investigate with TnT Paranormal Event: (fee associated with event)
October 25 at Arlington Heights Historical Museum (to
Event: 3rd Annual Illinois Paranormal Conference

learn more go to our website Investigate Beverage

Date(s): 4th

Factory Page or see ad on Page 14)

City, ST: Rockford, IL
Website: http://www.hauntedrockford.com

Fundraiser: Heartland Animal Shelter in Northbrook:

NOTE: Our founder, Melissa Tanner, will be presenting on Legend

Oct 11 at 6PM. $25 donation

Tripping in IL.
Conferences: See list in “Other Upcoming Paranormal Events
Unless otherwise noted all of the above events are FREE to the

Event: Australian Paranormal and Spiritual Expo

public. We are adding new events all the time, so please keep

Date(s): 4

checking the updated list on our website Events Page.

City, ST: Casula Powerhouse Arts Centre, Australia
Website:
https://www.facebook.com/AustralianParanormalAndSpiritualExpo?r
ef=br_tf

Event: Delta Paranormal Project Conference 2014
Date(s): 3 to 5
City, ST: Vicksburg, MS
Website: www.deltaparanormalproject.com
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Happy Halloween
from your friends at
TnT Paranormal Investigators

October 2014 (continued)
Event: 2014 Paranormal Conference
Date(s): 9 to 11
City, ST: Mahnomen, MN (Location: Shooting Star Casino, Hotel
and Event Center)
Website:
http://www.starcasino.com/home/entertainment/calendar/tabid/76/v
w/3/d/20141010/itemid/1175/PARACON.aspx

Event: 2nd annual Little Traverse Bay (LTB) Parafest
Date(s): 17 to 19
City, ST: Bayview, MI (Location: The Terrace Inn)
Website: http://littletraversebayparafest.webs.com/

Event: Palos Paranormal Conference
Date(s): 18 to 19
City, ST: Palos Hills, IL (Location: Moraine Valley Community
College)
Website: https://www.facebook.com/events/301532436673361

Event: Beckham Spirit Fest
Date(s): 18
City, ST: Mineola, TX
Website: http://beckhamspiritfest.blogspot.com/

Bumps in the Night!!!!
Disclaimer

November 2014
Event: 2014 Afterlife Paranormal Conference & Film Festival
Date(s): 21 to 23

Click here to see the disclaimer for Bumps in the Night!!!!

City, ST: Chicago, IL

This disclaimer governs the use of the Bumps in the Night!!!!

Website: http://afterlifeparanormal.com/

newsletter. By reading this newsletter, you accept this

NOTE: TnT Paranormal will be hosting an EVP Listening Gallery

disclaimer in full.

at the conference.
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Investigator Spotlight
Carl Crooks
Investigator (Part Time)
Carl has lived his whole life in the Chicago-land area and
currently lives with his wife and three grown sons in
Bolingbrook. He has been married for 31 years. Carl has
been a school social worker for 33 years at the same
school district in Westmont Illinois. Carl has been the
president of the Bolingbrook Tee-Ball Association for the
past 14 years and a board member for a total of 18 years.
Along with investigating the paranormal Carl is also
interested in music, movies, reading non-fiction, and sports.
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